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Conservatism/' and on the rule of law. A statesman was fitted for
leadership only in proportion as he admitted that law and those
principles as rules of conduct and he asserted that the manifesto
of the National Socialist leader was "in its irresponsibility not
consonant with a claim to leadership." But he added generously:
"I cannot believe that the great liberating movement can remain
permanently in conscious stark opposition to the aims of a govern-
ment which thinks only of Germany's future." Till it ceased to
do so, however,, the government would take all measures necessary
to prevent civil strife and protect peace-loving Germans from
outrage.
There is no doubt that at any time now Hitler would have been
welcomed to the cabinet—on Papon's terms. But he dared not
come and Papcn knew very well that he dared not. But Papen
also knew that he dared not even do anything more than go on
not daring, and so the great appeal was addressed really to the
party in which he saw a continually greater number asking the
question why the Leader did not dare do something.
The intelligent; section of the leadership was recognizing now
that in the hectic months of geometric progression when only
heads were counted, there had been unexpected developments
among the real party,, the revolutionary elite. It is a development
that is difficult to explain because with dramatic suddenness
events were to check abruptly the process of change and so what
was really the result of an intellectual process is often simply
ascribed to momentary pessimism. The old leaders still held the
stage perhaps, for the moment., a little more prominently than
before, certainly more prominently than the Leader liked, despite
the fact that as they grew in stature he himself grew bigger as
their symbolic head. But in the background there was growing
up a new leadership, the leadership which, if there was no inter-
ruption to growth, would one day take the place of the old. It was
an intellectual leadership, the first time such a phrase could be
applied to any section of the National Socialist party, If it was
Hitler's supreme gift to be able to emulate the fictional lady who
maintained her influence by turning second-hand ideas into first-
rate emotions, first-rate emotions were beginning to produce at

